ENGINEERING, CAPITAL, AND
DEVELOPMENT SERVICES COMMITTEE
AGENDA
DATE: Monday, November 1, 2021

TIME: 5:00 p.m.

Notice: This meeting will be held pursuant to AB 361, which provides waivers to certain
Brown Act provisions during a proclaimed state of emergency when state or local
officials have imposed or recommended measures to promote social distancing, and
allows some or all of the Sweetwater Authority Board of Directors to attend this meeting
telephonically or via video conference. Additionally, there will be no physical location
from which members of the public may participate. Instead, the public may listen and/or
view the meeting proceedings and provide public comment and comments on agenda
items by following these instructions:
To join via Zoom Webinar from a computer, tablet, or smartphone,
click on the link below:
https://zoom.us/j/91458023440
To join this meeting via telephone, please dial:
1-669-900-6833 or 1-253-215-8782
Meeting ID: 914 5802 3440
If you are unable to access the meeting using this call-in information, please contact the
Board Secretary at (619) 409-6703 for assistance.
Public comments on non-agenda items or on any item of the agenda may be submitted
in writing before the meeting OR provided verbally during the meeting via call-in option
or an internet-based service option, as described below:
Providing written comments before the meeting:
-

Go to www.sweetwater.org; click on the “HOW DO I…” at the top of the page;
and then click on the “Public Comment” link in the Contact section.

OR
-

Physically deposit your public comment in the Authority’s payment drop box
located in the public parking lot at the Authority’s Administrative Office at 505
Garrett Avenue, Chula Vista.

OR
-

Mail your comments to 505 Garrett Avenue, Chula Vista, CA 91910 [Attention:
Public Comment].

-
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All written public comment submissions must be received 1 hour in advance of the
meeting and will be read aloud to the Board during the appropriate portion of the
meeting with a reading limit of 3 minutes for each comment.
Providing verbal comments during the meeting:
The Chair will inquire prior to Board discussion if there are any comments from the
public on each item.
-

Via Zoom Webinar go to Participants List, hover over your name and click on “Raise
Hand.” This will notify the moderator that you wish to speak during Oral
Communication or during a specific item on the agenda.

-

Via phone, you can raise your hand by pressing *9 to notify the moderator that you
wish to speak during the current item.

Any person with a disability who requires a modification or accommodation in order to
participate in a meeting should direct such request to the Board Secretary at (619) 4096703 at least forty-eight (48) hours before the meeting, if possible. The above public
comment procedures supersede any Authority standard public comment policies and
procedures to the contrary.
1. CALL MEETING TO ORDER AND ROLL CALL
2.
3.
4.

ITEMS TO BE ADDED, WITHDRAWN, OR REORDERED IN THE AGENDA.
PUBLIC COMMENT.

Opportunity for members of the public to address the Committee. (Government Code Section 54954.3).

ACTION AGENDA.

The following items on the Action Agenda call for discussion and action by the Committee. All items are
placed on the Agenda so that the Committee may discuss and take action on the item if the Committee is
so inclined, including items listed for information.


5.

Consideration to Authorize Repair of Desalination Facility San Diego Formation
Wells 7 and 10

DIRECTORS’ COMMENTS.

Directors’ comments are comments by Directors concerning Authority business that may be of interest to
the Board. Directors’ comments are placed on the Agenda to enable individual Board members to convey
information to the Board and the Public. There is no discussion or action taken on comments made by
Board members.

6.

NEXT MEETING DATE: Monday, November 29, 2021 at 5:00 p.m.

7.

ADJOURNMENT.

This agenda was posted at least seventy-two (72) hours before the meeting in a location freely accessible to the Public on the exterior
bulletin board at the main entrance to the Authority’s office and it is also posted on the Authority’s website at www.sweetwater.org.
No action may be taken on any item not appearing on the posted agenda, except as provided by California Government Code Section
54954.2. Any writings or documents provided to a majority of the members of the Sweetwater Authority Governing Board regarding
any item on this agenda will be made available for public inspection at the Authority Administration Office, located at 505 Garrett
Avenue, Chula Vista, CA 91910, during normal business hours. Upon request, this agenda will be made available in appropriate
alternative formats to persons with disabilities, as required by Section 202 of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990. Any person
with a disability who requires a modification or accommodation in order to participate in a meeting should direct such request to the
Board Secretary at (619) 409-6703 at least forty-eight (48) hours before the meeting, if possible.
To e-subscribe to receive meeting agendas and other pertinent information, please visit www.sweetwater.org.
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TO:

Governing Board (Engineering, Capital, and Development Services
Committee)

FROM:

Carlos Quintero, General Manager
Justin Brazil, Director of Water Quality

DATE:

October 29, 2021

SUBJECT:

Consideration to Authorize Repair of Desalination Facility San Diego
Formation Wells 7 and 10

SUMMARY
Background
The Richard A. Reynolds Desalination Facility (Desal Facility) treats brackish
groundwater from the San Diego Formation (SDF). Brackish groundwater is pumped to
the surface by vertical turbine pumps in eleven SDF Wells and is fed to the treatment
facility by a raw water conveyance system (Attachment 1). Three SDF wells are located
at the Desal Facility (Wells 1,2,6), three are located along the Sweetwater River (Wells
3,4,5), and the remainder of the wells (Wells 7,8,9,10, and 11) are located in
northwestern Chula Vista. The range of production from the individual wells varies from
approximately 200 gallons per minute (gpm) up to 1,400 gpm. The facility does not treat
water from all eleven wells concurrently, rather, an operational matrix of wells is
selected for production based on system demands and water quality.
Routine inspections, maintenance, and water quality sampling are performed at all SDF
wells on a regular basis. The SDF is a deep aquifer and the well pumps are installed
approximately 300 feet below grade at each well site, making complete inspection of the
well on a regular basis impractical. While some well failures provide a warning indication
that can be observed and addressed during routine inspections, other failures do not
provide any warning and are sudden and catastrophic in nature.
Recent SDF Well Failures and Repairs
Over the previous 12-months, three of the five new SDF Wells that were placed into
service in 2017 have failed mechanically. In all three instances, the welds holding the
cone strainers in place failed, causing material to be pulled into the pump bowl
assembly, which caused extensive damage. All three of the failed wells have since been
repaired and placed back into service.
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SDF Wells 7, 9, and 10 Inspection and Repairs (Capital Project)
Due to the high failure rate of the new SDF Wells, the Authority budgeted capital funds
in FY 2021-22 for inspection/repair of SDF Wells 7,9, and 10. Unfortunately, SDF 9
failed before the start of the fiscal year but has since been repaired. SDF 7 and SDF 10
need to be inspected for potential repairs and have their cone strainers removed, as it is
possible the strainers will fail and cause similar failures as seen with SDF 8, 9, and 11.
SDF Well 7 Nitrate Investigation
The Desal Facility discharges brine (created from the reverse osmosis treatment
process) to the lower Sweetwater River that is regulated under a National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit and enforced by the San Diego
Regional Water Quality Control Board (SDRWQCB). Total nitrogen is one of many
constituents regulated under the discharge permit, with an effluent limitation of 1.0 mg/l.
For comparison, the maximum contaminant level (MCL) for nitrate (as nitrogen) in
drinking water is 10 mg/l. As such, the nitrate limit for the brine discharge is an order of
magnitude lower than drinking water standards. Total nitrogen consists of both organic
and inorganic (i.e. nitrate) forms of nitrogen. During routine discharge compliance
monitoring, it was observed that total nitrogen levels in the brine discharge were
increasing, leading staff to investigate further. Investigative results indicated SDF 7 as
the likely source of increased levels of total nitrogen in the form of nitrate. While SDF
well blending strategies are routinely employed at the Desal Facility to optimize
compliance with Title 22 drinking water standards and NPDES Permit discharge
requirements, in order to ensure that the Authority continues to comply with the total
nitrogen discharge limitation, staff determined that it would be necessary to remove
SDF 7 from service and perform a more rigorous investigation.
Nitrates typically come from agricultural activities, industrial activities, or sewage. SDF 7
is not located in an area with agricultural or industrial activities; however, staff has
identified that there are active septic systems and sewer mains located in the general
vicinity of the well. In an effort to localize where the nitrate may be coming from, staff
contracted with the Authority’s on-call geotechnical consultant (Ninyo & Moore) to
perform a soils investigation in select areas around SDF 7 (Attachment 2). Borings for
the soils investigation were performed in March 2021.Unfortunately, results from the
soils study did not identify a source of nitrate.
Following the soil sampling, staff continued to perform periodic sampling for nitrate at
the well head to track nitrate levels. Sampling has shown that nitrate levels are
continuing to increase.
As a next step, staff is planning to selectively sample the water column of SDF 7 at
several depths to determine if the nitrate is coming from a specific location in the
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aquifer. A sampling device would be inserted through the camera inspection port at the
well head and be dropped down the column to collect samples. To perform this work,
the bowl assembly would need to be temporarily moved higher up in the column, which
will require removing about three sections of column pipe and shaft. Then, the well
would be reinstalled to perform sampling. Because all of the column pipe will need to be
removed for inspection/repair, the effort of performing this work for sampling is
consistent with the scope of work for well repairs. As discussed in the Fiscal Impact
section below, staff would plan to utilize expense funds to cover costs associated with
nitrate sampling and charge SDF Well inspection/repair costs to the capital project.
Please note that all forms of nitrogen are removed by the reverse osmosis process at
the Desal Facility; the nitrate issue at SDF 7 only affects compliance with the Authority’s
NPDES Discharge Permit. Nitrate is not detected in the finished drinking water served
to the Authority’s customers.
PAST BOARD ACTIONS
April 14, 2021

The Governing Board approved to utilize remaining funds in
the Booster Pump and Motor Replacement Efficiency
Program Capital Project in the amount of $71,379 and
transfer funds in the amount of $148,621 from the Capital
Contingency Fund; and allow Brax of Valley Center, CA, to
complete the repairs of SDF 8 and SDF 11.

June 23, 2021

The Governing Board adopted Resolution 21-14, Adopting
a Budget for FY 2021-22.

FISCAL IMPACT
SDF 7 and SDF 10 Inspection and Repairs
Staff received quotes from Brax of Valley Center, CA to perform inspection and repair of
SDF 7 and SDF 10. Repairs include, removal of the cone strainers, reconditioning of the
pump bowl assemblies, and phenolic lining of the pump column pipe. Due to the
difficulty and cost associated with accessing the below grade pump bowl assemblies, it
is advantageous to recondition these critical components while the wells are pulled.
Reconditioning the pump bowl assemblies will improve the long-term reliability of the
wells. Additionally, once removed, the pump columns would receive a phenolic lining.
Phenolic linings reduce the potential for thread galling when reinstalling column pipe.
When column pipe galls, the entire section of stainless-steel column pipe has to be
replaced, which can quickly escalate repair costs and add to the repair time. Each well
repair is estimated to take between one to two months, assuming that there are no
unforeseen issues that arise. Work would only be performed on one well at a time in
order to minimize impacts on total plant production capacity. If the wells were to
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catastrophically fail prior to inspection/repair, it is likely that the impellers would be
damaged and will require replacement. Impeller lead times could be up to 3-months or
longer considering manufacturing and transportation issues related to the pandemic.
Brax has performed high quality work for the Authority on similar projects (SDF Well
repairs) in the past and is the only known company in the region with the tools,
equipment, machine shop, and expertise to perform all phases of the work on wells of
our size. Sub-dividing the work would make it costly and difficult (if not impossible) to
warranty the work should vibration or other issues arise after the repair and reinstallation of the wells.
Available Funding for Inspection and Repairs
The San Diego Formation Wells 7, 9, and 10 Inspection and Repairs Capital Project,
initially funded at $150,000, has a balance of $96,350 remaining. Capital funds spent to
date were utilized for repairs of SDF 9. The FY 2021-22 Capital Contingency Fund has
a balance remaining of $250,000 that could be utilized for SDF Well repairs.
SDF Well 7, 9, and 10 Inspection and Repairs Capital
Project (Funds Remaining)

$96,350

Capital Contingency Transfer

$43,950

Less SDF 7 Estimated Inspection and Repair Cost

<$61,000>

Less SDF 10 Estimated Inspection and Repair Cost

<$61,000>

Less Contingency for Unknown Costs (15%)

<$18,300>

Balance

$0

Impacts of Not Inspecting/Repairing SDF 7 and SDF 10
SDF 7 and SDF 10 combined produce approximately 2.8 million gallons per day (MGD)
of water (8.6 acre-feet per day). The cost of treating water at the Desal Facility is
approximately $330 per acre-foot (power and chemical). Imported raw water purchases
from the San Diego County Water Authority (SDCWA) cost $1,090 per acre-foot. Desal
Facility production is important as it helps to offset the costs associated with purchasing
water from the SDCWA. The 2.8 MGD that SDF 7 and SDF 10 produce would cost the
Authority approximately $9,374 per day to purchase from SDCWA, whereas the cost of
treating the 2 MGD of water at the Desal Facility is approximately $2,838 per day
(power and chemical).
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SDF 7 Nitrate Sampling
Temporary modifications and labor necessary to selectively sample and test SDF 7 for
nitrate are estimated to cost $12,200. Work would be performed by Brax and its
subconsultant Victory Well Surveys. Funds are available in the Water Quality Expense
Budget to cover this work and the cost is within staff’s authorization limits.
POLICY / STRATEGIC PLAN
Strategic Plan Goal #1: Water Quality (WQ) – Provide high quality water that meets
regulatory requirements.
Strategic Plan Goal #2: System and Water Supply Reliability (SR) – Achieve an
uninterrupted, long-term water supply through investment, maintenance, innovation and
developing local water resources.


Objective SR9: Cost-effectively maintain facilities and infrastructure to optimize
their useful life and performance.
o 006.00 Pull and inspect San Diego Formation Wells 7, 9, and 10 for
repairs.

All purchases greater than $75,000 require approval by the Governing Board.
ALTERNATIVES
1. Utilize remaining funds in the SDF Wells 7, 9, and 10 Inspection and Repairs Capital
Project in the amount of $96,350; transfer funds in the amount of $43,950 from the
Capital Contingency Fund to the SDF Wells 7, 9, and 10 Inspection and Repairs
Capital Project; approve for Brax of Valley Center, CA to complete the repairs of
SDF 7 and SDF 10; and return any unused contingency transfer back to the capital
contingency fund.
2. Other action as determined by the Governing Board.
RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends the Governing Board utilize remaining funds in the SDF Wells 7, 9,
and 10 Inspection and Repairs Capital Project in the amount of $96,350; transfer funds
in the amount of $43,950 from the Capital Contingency Fund to the SDF Wells 7, 9, and
10 Inspection and Repairs Capital Project; approve for Brax of Valley Center, CA to
complete the repairs of SDF 7 and SDF 10; and return any unused contingency transfer
back to the capital contingency fund.
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ATTACHMENTS
1. San Diego Formation Well Location Map
2. Soils Boring Location Map
3. San Diego Formation Well Repair Photos
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SDF 8 Removal

SDF 8 Impeller Damage
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SDF 11 Removal

SDF 11 Pump Motor Removal
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SDF 11 Pump Bowl Removal

SDF 11 Cone Strainer Fragment in Impeller
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SDF 8 Damaged Cone Strainer

SDF Well (In Service)
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SDF 8 Impeller Damage

SDF 9 Damaged Cone Strainer

SDF 9 Pump Removal
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